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How do we get here?



Things Got Real.



A 2022 survey found that just 10% of American parents

with kids aged 7 to 9 ever let them stay home by

themselves, and almost one in five said they wouldn’t

even let their teens do that. In fact, the survey of 2,500

American parents commissioned by SafeHome.org

revealed that parents don’t feel comfortable letting

their kids walk to school, ride their bike to a friend’s

place, or play in a park unsupervised until they are at

least 12 years old.*

The Situation: Safety

*Source: safehome.org 



*Source: npr.com/krulwich



 Forty percent of US parents are “extremely”

or “very” worried that their children will

struggle with anxiety or depression at some

point*. The Pew Research Center report said

mental health was the greatest concern

among parents, followed by bullying, which

worries 35% of parents. 

The Situation: Mental Health

*Source: cnn.com/health



Suicide became the second leading cause of

death among children 10 to 14 during the

Covid-19 pandemic, according to the US

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Mental health-related emergency room

visits among adolescents 5 to 11 and 12 to 17

also jumped 24% and 31%, respectively.*

The Situation: Mental Health

*Source: cnn.com/health

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6945a3.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6945a3.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6945a3.htm


“I would say over the last 10 years, since I’ve been practicing as a general pediatrician, I have

seen a shift both in the amount of patients and of all ages dealing with anxiety and depression.

And their parents being concerned about this is a key issue. Even before the pandemic, we

were seeing skyrocketing numbers of kids and adolescents dealing with mental health issues,

and that has increased exponentially since the pandemic.”- Dr. Katherine Williamson,

pediatrician and spokesperson for the American Academy of Pediatrics

A Growing Problem

*Source: cnn.com/health



59% of families said they endure emotional strain as a

result of participation in youth sports.*

About 60 percent of all Tommy John (elbow) surgeries

in the United States are for patients ages 15 to 19.*

Only 1.3% of athletes receive a full or partial athletic

scholarship.

Fewer than 2% of college athletes go pro in their sport.

The Situation:Identity

*Source: cnbc.com; thelariatonline.com 



Psalm 78:1-4 - My people, hear my teaching;

listen to the words of my mouth. 2 I will

open my mouth with a parable; I will utter

hidden things, things from of old— 3 things

we have heard and known, things our

ancestors have told us. 4 We will not hide

them from their descendants; we will tell

the next generation the praiseworthy deeds

of the Lord, his power, and the wonders he

has done. (NIV 2011)

A Biblical
Mindset



Ephesians 6:4 - Fathers, do not exasperate

your children; instead, bring them up in the

training and instruction of the Lord. (NIV 2011)

2 Timothy 3:15 - from infancy you have known

the Holy Scriptures, which are able to make

you wise for salvation through faith in Christ

Jesus. (NIV 2011)

A Biblical Mindset



Mindset
A Biblical

Means of Grace Focused

True Partnership

Identity: Baptism

Identity: Safe and Meaningful
Place in THEIR Church

Safety: Inoculation Vs. Isolation







2-Year-Old Home Visits

Short study

Teaching home devotion,

including our own produced

family devotions

Emphasizing Sunday morning

Family Feedback

Podcasts

A Practical Approach







Training Parents

Parenting Classes

Dads Retreat

Marriage Workshop

A Practical Approach



Training Youth

Apologetics in Confirmation

Teen Group

Mentor Program

Intergenerational Lunch

College 101

Summer Sunday School

A Practical Approach



Parent Meetings

Baptism Celebration

Core Values

Harvest Strategy

Donuts with Daddy, etc.

Chapel Cafe

A Culture ofWorship



Biggest obstacle? Garrett:

"Consistency in the Word, prayer, and family devotion

is probably the biggest challenge. While it's great to

find every opportunity, no matter how small or quick,

to get into the Word, pray together, or talk about our

choices and what our heart/motivations should be led

by, it can often be too easy to get distracted by the

daily habits and behaviors and lose focus."

the Cains...Hear from



Biggest obstacle? Natalie:

"Consistency. We recognize that discipling our children

at home is absolutely essential, but getting into a

consistent, daily routine can be challenging, particularly

during the school year when time is already so tight. It

really takes a change of heart and mind to restructure a

family's priorities. And honestly, you have to allow

yourself grace when you inevitably fall off the wagon, or

don't see the impact you'd hoped to when a kid makes

a less-than-God-pleasing decision. It's an exercise of

endurance, patience, and love.

the Cains...Hear from



Instilling a mindset? Garrett:

"We try to consistently incorporate the

Word/Baptism/Who we are in Christ into

conversations, decisions, reviewing our

behavior/choices and when we are planning ahead for

something. It's sometimes more common that we

reflect with the kids on what they could have done

differently and why, but we want them to know they

are always God's children, He loves them and never

leaves them, they're forgiven and that He wants to

regularly hear from them in prayer."

the Cains...Hear from



Instilling a mindset? Natalie:

"I hope that we are showing our kids that God's Word is the framework

for everything around us; how we perceive the world, and how we

interact with it. We do a lot of critical thinking exercises, making

observations, thinking about what Scripture tells us, and exploring our

responsibility as Christians to be different than others (and mostly to

show love). I pray that my kids will always see that our faith is something

that is living, cerebral, and vital for spiritual health. It's something they'll

need to have fed and informed by God regularly in order to exercise it

throughout their lives. We plan to spend our kids' childhood rooting the

habits of studying God's Word, praying, and attending worship/Bible

class so that when they are old enough to leave our home, these things

will be the norm - as routine and necessary as breathing."

the Cains...Hear from



Any tips? Garrett:

"Sounds simple, but make time to talk to your kids...find

every opportunity to share your faith with them. We may

take for granted that our kids know we're believers, but

when they see it, hear about it, and talk about it with you

every day it can help strengthen and encourage them

(perhaps more than we know). I think it's also good to

work at modeling the Christian behavior we expect of

them - take time to explain why you're sorry or why you've

made a mistake, what God says about it, and why

(through Christ) He forgives us."

the Cains...Hear from



Tips? Natalie:

"The biggest thing is just to SLOW DOWN.

Recognizing there is nothing more imperative to a

family's overall well-being than time together in

God's Word is crucial. Choosing to let go of the

distractions is necessary. We all have time for

discipleship work, we just need to overcome the

mental illusion that we don't."

the Cains...Hear from



My Prayers for Us


